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Amendments
The application has been amended from the original description of 'up to 70 dwellings' to 'up
to 62 dwellings'.
Site Description
This site is located adjacent to 60 Swanwick Lane and is within the designated countryside.
Number 60 Swanwick Lane is excluded from the development site. The site comprises of
approximately 2.4 hectares, much of it is grassland and former agricultural land with the
centre part of the site being essentially open. The site is visually prominent from Swanwick
Lane. There are various outbuildings and agricultural barns within the site. Hedges and
trees exist to the north-west, north and north-east boundaries. From within the site, the land
slopes gently down towards the road frontage and also down towards the northern
boundary.
Residential dwellings are located to the east, west and south, an arboricultural nursery and
industrial land to the north west and woodland and trees to the north and north east. The
Swanwick Lakes Nature Reserve which is a designated SINC is located further north of the
site.
Description of Proposal
Outline planning permission is sought for the construction of up to 62 dwellings with all
matters reserved apart from the means of access to the site which would be off Swanwick
Lane. The layout, appearance, scale and landscaping are therefore reserved for a future
reserved matters application and not for consideration at this time. The submitted
parameter plan identifies the vehicle access point to the site, an additional pedestrian/cycle
access, the proposed residential development area and an area of green infrastructure
which would be to the rear of the site.
A number of technical reports accompanied the application. Affordable housing would be
provided in accordance with adopted policy.
Policies
The following policies apply to this application:
National Planning Policy Framework 2018
Approved Fareham Borough Core Strategy
CS2 - Housing Provision
CS4 - Green Infrastructure, Biodiversity and Geological Conservation
CS5 - Transport Strategy and Infrastructure
CS6 - The Development Strategy

CS9 - Development in Western Wards and Whiteley
CS14 - Development Outside Settlements
CS15 - Sustainable Development and Climate Change
CS16 - Natural Resources and Renewable Energy
CS17 - High Quality Design
CS18 - Provision of Affordable Housing
CS20 - Infrastructure and Development Contributions
CS21 - Protection and Provision of Open Space
Development Sites and Policies
DSP1 - Sustainable Development
DSP2 - Environmental Impact
DSP3 - Impact on living Conditions
DSP6 - New residential development outside of the defined urban settlement boundaries
DSP13 - Nature Conservation
DSP15 - Recreational Disturbance on the Solent Special Protection Areas
DSP40 - Housing Allocations
Fareham Borough Design Guidance Supplementary Planning Document (Excluding
Welborne) 2015
Planning Obligation SPD for the Borough of Fareham (excluding Welborne) (April 2016)
Residential Car and Cycle Parking Standards SPD 2009
Relevant Planning History
The following planning history is relevant:
P/17/1341/EA Request for Screening opinion, proposed residential development of up to 75
dwellings. Environmental Statement not required.
Representations
Forty four representations have been received including objections from Burrridge and
Swanwick Residents' Association:
Burridge and Swanwick Residents' Association object on the following grounds:
. The site is outside the urban settlement boundary
. The site is on grade 2 very good quality agricultural land on a greenfield site
.
It is backland development which would significantly erode the existing ribbon
development along Swanwick Lane and is close to the Hamble River and the Swanwick
Nature Reserve
. Further pressure to already overburdened road system and infrastructure which is already
threatened by other local developments
. Unacceptably high density of housing and over development
. Visual impact is over-bearing and will destroy the character of this part of Swanwick Lane
. Insufficient ecology surveys conducted
. Sewage system concern, Residents close to Glen Road have reported to Southern Water
past instances of the existing system having overload problems
. Site is isolated from essential facilities
. No immediate bus service, inadequate capacity at doctor's surgeries and long distances
to travel to local schools and shops.
. The proposed access routes are dangerous due to the blind spot on the bend and hill
above.
. Increased congestion at the Elm Tree junction due to extra rush hour traffic which would
exacerbate current traffic problems.

. Fareham BC refused an application at 33 Swanwick Lane in June 2012 in part on the
basis of insufficient safety for vehicles entering and leaving the site. This went to appeal
and was refused.
. The secondary schools referred to in the application include two for special therapeutic
education provision. Only Brookfield Community School provides general secondary
education and is not within the 2km target walking distance. The only employment
opportunities in the area are specialised. The doctor's surgeries are extremely overloaded
already.
. Query of applicant's Statement of Community Involvement as the feedback from residents
is that none were in favour of the development.
. Concern over precedent
In addition, the following concerns have been raised:
Policy
. Contrary to Policy
. Should utilise brownfield sites
. No need for new homes, Welborne can meet need
Location
. Unsustainable development and location
. Character and amenity
. Swanwick Lane should be preserved, celebrated and enhanced where possible
. loss of green space
. Area designated as conservation area and should remain as such
. Too high density, overdevelopment, overbearing
. Overlooking and loss of privacy
. Loss of light and view, overshadowing
Ecology
. Environmental destruction
. Wildlife and fauna
. Detrimental to Swanwick Lakes Nature Reserve
Highways
. Increase in traffic, No new roads or new modes of transport to accommodate housing
. Whole area gridlocked Swanwick/Burridge at peak times beyond capacity
. Highway/pedestrian/cycling safety
. Limited visibility - dangerous access
. If allowed there should be a traffic light junction at Swanick Lane/Botley Road
. Attempts to reduce speeding and diversion of traffic in Swanwick Lane has failed due to
the quantity of traffic
. Lack of parking
Infrastructure
. Sarisbury Ward has already taken more than fair share of new homes
. Important to look at Western Wards development collectively
. No coherent plan, Fareham BC, Eastleigh BC, Winchester CCC regarding roads and
infrastructure
. Lack of public transport
. Impact on electricity, water and sewage systems

.
.
.
.

Broadband issues
Schools, Doctors over subscribed, lack of parking at Yew Tree Surgery
Absence of local amenities, schools doctors, shops
No uplift in policing, railway access, parking, cycle paths or children's play ground

Other issues
.
.
.
.
.
.

Congestion, Noise and air pollution resulting in loss of amenity
Drainage and flood risk issues
The site sits across a spring line
Increased antisocial behaviour
Impact on mental health
Limited open space for recreational purposes

Consultations
EXTERNAL
Natural England - no objection subject to appropriate planning condition or obligation to
secure mitigation against adverse effects from recreational disturbance on the Solent SPA
sites as agreed by the Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership.
Natural England recommend that the application is supported by a Biodiversity Mitigation
and Enhancement Plan agreed by HCC Ecologist.
Natural England recommend that appropriate mitigation and compensation to address the
impacts arising from increased recreational pressure on the Swanwick Lakes Nature
Reserve is secured.
HCC Archaeology - no objection subject to planning condition.
HCC Strategic Development Officer - The development area lies within the catchment area
of Sarisbury Infant and Junior Schools. This school is full as are others in the area. This
development coupled with others in the locality will lead to a demand in excess of one form
of entry (210 places) and as such a strategic expansion programme is required to meet this
demand, namely a one form of entry (210 places) expansion of a local school.
As the majority of the housing developments are predominately situated in the catchment
areas of Sarisbury Infant and Junior Schools and Hook with Warsash Primary School, it is
planned that one of these schools is expanded. Discussions have taken place with the
schools and further are planned with the governors so it can be established which school
should be expanded. It is possible that consideration will be given to a half form expansion
(105 places) between the schools. It is also relevant that additional costs to secure home to
school transport for pupils from this development (should this be required) be met by the
developer in the short term. An assessment of need will be undertaken to identify any
potential costs. A contribution will therefore be required.
Crime Prevention Design Officer - The officer has provided advice in respect of the location
of the pedestrian access to the site from Swanwick Lane and that it would increase the
vulnerability of the development to crime. He recommends that this is altered or omitted
from the final scheme. The Crime Prevention Design officer has also provided advice on
more detailed matters that would be part of the reserved matters consideration.
Southern Water No objection subject to condition and informative.
HCC Flood Water Management Team - No objection subject to condition.

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust - object to the proposal given the proximity of the
nature reserve and the lack of any mitigation measures to address the likely impacts on the
reserve. The site is located within 270m of the Reserve, as such residents are likely to seek
out the reserve for recreation, including dog walking. The Wildlife Trust acknowledge that
Swanwick Lakes is one of their more resilient reserves, however the capacity is limited and
exhibiting signs of increased recreational pressure. They consider that development that is
likely to put increased pressure on sensitive habitats and species should contribute towards
the additional costs that will be incurred by the Trust.
INTERNAL
Ecology Officer
Statutory Designated Sites
The application site is located approximately 1km south of Solent and Southampton Water
SPA, SAC and Ramsar. Due to the lack of impact pathways (e.g. hydrological links) and
presence of buffers in the form of residential units, recreational disturbance on the
European designated sites is considered to be the only Likely Significant Effect (LSE) at the
Screening Stage and therefore it is necessary to proceed to the Appropriate Assessment
Stage. The Ecology Officer has confirmed that the LSE as a result of increased recreational
pressure can be mitigated through the SRMP (Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership).
Non-statutory Designated Sites
Swanwick Nature Reserve SINC (Site of Importance for Nature Conservation) is located
approximately 100m north of the site at its nearest point. As it is likely that the new residents
will visit the SINC due to its proximity, increased recreational pressure is considered to be
an impact arising as a result of the proposals. In order to offset these impacts (e.g. path
abrasion, trampling of vegetation, increased litter, etc.) a financial contribution to the
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust is recommended.
Protected Species
The submitted information in respect of Bats, Dormice, Reptiles and Great crested newts
(GCN's) is acceptable subject to planning conditions.
To ensure no breach of the Habitats Directive, an European Protected Species (EPS)
Licence will be required from Natural England and in order to obtain this EPS licence, the
application would need to be accompanied by up-to-date survey data.
Habitats Directive
Due to the presence of dormice and potential presence of GCNs on site, this development
will affect European protected species; the Ecology Officer is satisfied that the proposed
mitigation is acceptable.
Dormice and GCNs receive protection under UK law via the Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981 (as amended) and under EU law by the Habitats Directive, which is transposed into
UK law by the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (commonly referred
to as the Habitats Regulations). Where developments affect European protected species
(EPS), permission can be granted unless:
- the development is likely to result in a breach of the EU Directive underpinning the
Habitats Regulations, and

- is unlikely to be granted an EPS licence from Natural England to allow the development to
proceed under a derogation from the law.
Licences will not normally be granted in the absence of planning permission.
- Is the development likely to result in a breach of the EU Directive?
The application is supported by an Ecology Survey Report (RPS, June 2018). This report
includes results and conclusions of survey work, an assessment of the impacts to dormice
and GCNs and the measures to ensure that any impacts to these species are avoided or
compensated for.
The survey work identified that dormice are present on site and the removal of small
sections of the hedge in the south will result in partial loss of habitat and if avoidance
measures are not taken then the work has the potential to kill / injure individual dormice.
Similarly, the presence of GCNs in the local area is known and the removal of approx. 0.1ha
of distant habitat will result in partial destruction of terrestrial habitat and potential kill / injury
of individuals. The development will therefore result in a breach of the EU Directive.
- Is the development unlikely to be licensed?
An EPS licence can only be granted if the development proposal is able to meet three tests:
1.
the consented operation must be for 'preserving public health or public safety or
other imperative reasons of overriding public interest including those of a social or economic
nature and beneficial consequences of primary importance for the environment';
(Regulation 53(2)(e))
2.

there must be 'no satisfactory alternative' (Regulation 53(9)(a)); and

3.
the action authorised 'will not be detrimental to the maintenance of the population of
the species concerned at a favourable conservation status in their natural range'
(Regulation 53(9)(b)).
It is for the case officer to assess the proposals against the first two tests. In order to
assess the development against the third test, sufficient details must be available to show
how killing / injury of dormice and GCNs will be avoided and how the loss habitat will be
compensated. In this case, a strategy is provided that includes methods to be followed
during the development to ensure these species are not disturbed, killed or injured, together
with compensatory habitats to be provided. The Ecology officer supports these measures
and, on the basis of the information currently available, and if the LPA are satisfied that the
first two tests can be met, is confident that the development is not unlikely to be licensed,
provided that up-to-date GCN surveys are carried out prior to submitting the EPS licence.
An updated parameter plan and concept plan has been submitted to demonstrate the buffer
corridors to be delivered. The Ecology officer has advised that as long as these can be
secured through a planning condition or S106 planning obligation, no concerns are raised.
Tree Officer
No objection provided the recommendations in the accompanying tree report are followed.
Highways - The main access is taken close to the position of the existing site entrance
whilst a pedestrian access is shown on the site's eastern frontage. The site access junction
is considered satisfactory.

The details of the junction with Swanwick Lane will need to be the subject of a Section 278
Agreement and the internal layout will need to be laid out and constructed to adoptable
standards.
In traffic generation terms, the TA demonstrates that the site access and the A3051 Botley
Road/Swanwick Lane junctions have sufficient capacity to accommodate projected traffic
flows and suggests that the A27 Bridge Road/Swanwick Lane signalised junction will not be
materially impacted by these flows.
Sufficient space will be required for the manoeuvring and turning of an 11m refuse vehicle.
Traffic calming measures will be required at 50m centres on any unrestricted sections of
road. The extent of footways on the north side of Swanwick Lane will need to be reviewed
when access details are advanced. The access road would be not less than 5.5m for the
initial 60m section. Thereafter, a width of 4.8m would suffice, along with 1.8m footways.
Forward and access visibility within the site will need to be consistent with 20mph vehicle
speeds.
Parking standards will need to be in accordance with the Residential Parking SPD and
visitor spaces evenly distributed across the site.
A Transport Assessment (TA) has been provided in accordance with a scope agreed with
HCC. This addresses the locational aspects of the development, demonstrating that the site
is not well related to sustainable transport infrastructure or surrounding facilities. A Travel
Plan is proposed to seek to overcome this shortcoming.
Environmental Health, Contamination - no objection subject to condition.
Environmental Health - no objection.
Recycling coordinator - detailed plans should show bin collection points for bins on
collection day for all properties and a sweep plan for the collection vehicle.
Planning Considerations - Key Issues
a) Implication of Fareham's current 5-year land supply housing supply position (5YHLS)
b) Residential development in the countryside
c) - g) Policy DSP 40
h) Local Infrastructure
i) Other matters
j) The planning balance
A) IMPLICATION OF FAREHAM'S CURRENT 5 YEAR HOUSING LAND SUPPLY
POSITION (5YHLS)
On the 24th July 2018, the Government published the revised National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF). The requirements set out in the revised NPPF (and the National
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG)) change how Local Planning Authorities must calculate
their housing need figure.
Previously, housing need was calculated through a process called Objectively Assessed
Need. The requirement of the revised NPPF is for housing need to now be calculated by the
new standard method which is set out in the PPG.
Use of the standard method applies from the date of publication of the new Framework and
Guidance (24 July 2018), and as such the Council must now determine its 5YHLS position
using the local housing need figure calculated using the new standard method.

A report titled "Five year housing supply position" is reported for Members' information
towards the beginning of this Agenda. That report sets out this Council's local housing need
along with this Council's current housing land supply position. The report concludes that this
Council currently has 4.29 years of housing supply against the new 5YHLS requirement.
Paragraph 73 of the NPPF states that; "Local planning authorities should identify and
update annually a supply of specific deliverable sites sufficient to provide a minimum of five
years' worth of housing against their housing requirement set out in adopted strategic
policies, or against their local housing need where the strategic policies are more than five
years old." The fact that this Council is unable to demonstrate a supply of specific
deliverable sites sufficient to provide a minimum of five years' worth of housing against their
housing requirement, is a substantial material consideration which must be taken into
account in determining applications for new housing.
The starting point for the determination of this planning application is section 38(6) of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004:
"If regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any determination to be
made under the Planning Acts the determination must be made in accordance with the plan
unless material considerations indicate otherwise".
In determining planning applications there is a presumption in favour of the policies of the
extant Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. Material
considerations include the planning policies set out in the new NPPF.
Paragraph 11 of the NPPF applies a "presumption in favour of sustainable development" for
both plan-making and decision-taking.
"For decision taking this means:
c) approving development proposals that accord with an up-to-date development plan
without delay; or
d) where there are no relevant development plan policies, or the policies which are most
important for determining the application are out-of-date, granting permission unless:
i) the application of policies in this Framework that protect areas or assets of particular
importance provides a clear reason for refusing the development proposed, or;
ii) any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole."
Footnote 7 to paragraph 11 d) clarifies that when reference is made to development plan
policies being out-of-date "this includes, for applications involving the provision of housing,
situations where the local planning authority cannot demonstrate a five year supply of
deliverable housing sites..."
Footnote 6 to paragraph 11 clarifies that the policies referred to in paragraph 11 d) i) above
"are those in this Framework (rather than those in development plans) relating to: habitats
sites (and those sites listed in paragraph 176) and/or designated as Sites of Special
Scientific Interest; land designated as Green Belt, Local Green Space, an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, a National Park (or within the Broads Authority) or defined as
Heritage Coast; irreplaceable habitats; designated heritage assets (and other heritage
assets of archaeological interest referred to in footnote 63); and areas at risk of flooding or
coastal change".

Paragraph 177 of the NPPF states that:
"The presumption in favour of sustainable development does not apply where development
requiring appropriate assessment because of its potential impact on a habitats site is being
planned or determined".
An Officers' report titled 'How proposals for residential development should be considered in
the context of this Council's 5 year housing land supply position' is reported at the beginning
of this agenda. Within that report, the implications of the judgment of the Court of Justice of
the European Union (CJEU) (in the case of People Over Wind, Peter Sweetman v Coillte
Teoranta) are explored.
Taken on its face value, and as a consequence of the ruling of the CJEU, paragraph 177
removes the presumption in favour of sustainable development as a result of an
Appropriate Assessment being required for this proposal. This means in turn that this
Council is no longer required to undertake the test set out at paragraph 11 of the NPPF
(commonly referred to as the 'tilted balance').
However, in light of the 'newness' of the revised NPPF, and in the knowledge of challenges
underway against how paragraph 177 should be applied, Officers recommend a
precautionary approach for the present time until such time as the Council can robustly
demonstrate that it has a 5YHLS or there is further clarity provided from the Courts or
government. In applying a precautionary approach, Officers have firstly considered these
development proposals without applying the tilted balance set out in paragraph 11 of the
NPPF, and then secondly by applying the tilted balance.
B) RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
Policy CS2 (Housing Provision) of the adopted Core Strategy states that priority should be
given to the reuse of previously developed land within the urban areas. Policies CS6 (The
Development Strategy) goes on to say that development will be permitted within the
settlement boundaries. The application site lies within an area which is outside of the
defined urban settlement boundary.
Policy CS14 of the Core Strategy states that:
'Built development on land outside the defined settlements will be strictly controlled to
protect the countryside and coastline from development which would adversely affect its
landscape character, appearance and function. Acceptable forms of development will
include that essential for agriculture, forestry, horticulture and required infrastructure.'
Policy DSP6 of the Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies states - there will be
a presumption against new residential development outside of the defined urban settlement
boundary (as identified on the Policies Map).
The site is clearly outside of the defined urban settlement boundary and the proposal is
therefore contrary to Policies CS2, CS6, and CS14 of the adopted Core Strategy and Policy
DSP6 of the adopted Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies Plan.
POLICY DSP40
Local Policy DSP40 states that:
"Where it can be demonstrated that the Council does not have a five year supply of land for
housing against the requirements of the Core Strategy (excluding Welborne) additional

housing sites, outside the urban area boundary, may be permitted where they meet all of
the following criteria:
i. The proposal is relative in scale to the demonstrated 5 year housing land
shortfall;

supply

ii. The proposal is sustainably located adjacent to, and well related to, the existing urban
settlement boundaries, and can be well integrated with the neighbouring settlement;
iii. The proposal is sensitively designed to reflect the character of the neighbouring
settlement and to minimise any adverse impact on the Countryside and, if relevant, the
Strategic Gaps
iv. It can be demonstrated that the proposal is deliverable in the short term; and
v. The proposal would not have any unacceptable environmental, amenity or traffic
implications.
Each of these five bullet points are considered further below.
C) Policy DSP40(i)
The first test of Policy DSP40 is that "The proposal is relative in scale to the demonstrated
5-year housing land supply shortfall". The present shortfall of dwellings need to achieve a
5YHLS is in the region of 406. The proposal for up to 62 dwellings is relative in scale to the
5YHLS shortfall and therefore bullet point i) of Policy DSP40 is satisfied.
D) POLICY DSP40 (ii)
The second test of Policy DSP40 is that "The proposal is sustainably located adjacent to,
and well related to, the existing urban settlement boundaries, and can be well integrated
with the neighbouring settlement".
The aim of this part of the policy is to ensure that developments read as being visibly
connected to the existing settlement and to ensure that they are functionally linked to the
existing settlement and that future residents can easily access amenities.
The site would be approximately 800 metres from the settlement policy boundary of Lower
Swanwick (to the west) and approximately 600 metres from the settlement policy boundary
of Swanwick (to the east). The development would not therefore be visually connected to
either of the existing urban settlements.
With regard to the functional link to existing urban settlements and proximity to amenities,
the site lies approximately 2.1 km west of Whiteley shopping centre and 1.4 km north-west
of Park Gate District Centre. Swanwick Railway Station is approximately 1.6 km to the
south-east and Bursledon Railway Station is approximately 2.3 km to the west.
In terms of the proximity to schools, Whiteley Primary School is 1.7 km to the east,
Sarisbury Junior School to the south (1.8km) and Park Gate Primary School 2.3 km to the
south-east. The proposal therefore fails to accord with part ii of the policy in terms of it
being well related to the existing urban settlement boundaries and well integrated with the
neighbouring settlements.
E) POLICY DSP40 (iii)

The third test is that "The proposal is sensitively designed to reflect the character of the
neighbouring settlement and to minimise any adverse impact on the Countryside and, if
relevant, the Strategic Gaps".
The site is not located with a designated strategic gap. It is however, located within
designated countryside where Policy CS14 of the adopted Fareham Borough Core Strategy
confirms that built development will be strictly controlled to protect it from development
which would "adversely affects its landscape character, appearance and function".
In assessing the impact on the landscape character of the area, due regard has been given
to The Fareham Landscape Assessment 2017 (FLA) (which is part of the evidence base for
the published draft Fareham Local Plan 2036). The site falls partly within the within the
'Swanwick and Burridge Road Corridors' and partly within the 'Swanwick and Burridge
Fringes' character area.
In respect of the front part of the site (located within the Swanwick and Burridge Road
Corridor area) the assessment refers to this as being dominated by a more or less
continuous strip of low density ribbon development along the road corridor. The
assessment says that further infill development would not be out of place, however new
development would need to respond to the existing settlement pattern and retain mature
trees/woodland and areas of public open space. Officers consider that the proposed
number of dwellings cannot be accommodated without harm to the character of the area.
In respect of the rear part of the site (Swanwick and Burridge Fringes), this area forms the
hinterland to settlements of Swanwick and Burridge and is characterised by a distinctive
pattern of small scale fields, typically occupied by pasture or horticultural land uses. The
character of the land in this area is described in the FLA as being generally intact and
unspoilt with degradation limited and localised.
A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment accompanied the application and identified the
site as being well contained and bounded on three sides by existing residential
development with woodland planting to the north. The assessment acknowledges that the
development would result in a noticeable and lasting landscape change over a small part of
both landscape character areas and that there would be residual potential moderate and a
minor adverse significant of effect. It also states that the change would be within an existing
landscape which is inherently urban in character or at least strongly influenced by the
presence of the existing settlement edge and that these effects could be reduced at the
detailed design stage to make the development more acceptable in landscape terms.
Officers are not satisfied that the proposed number of dwellings can be accommodated or
the landscape impacts mitigated against on this site, therefore the development of this land
would be out of keeping with the rural character of the area. The proposal would therefore
fail to satisfy point iii) of Policy DSP40 and would be contrary to CS17.
F) POLICY DSP40 (iv)
In terms of delivery, the planning statement advises that the site is available now and can
be delivered within the next five year period with construction to commence by 2020,
therefore compliant with point iv of this policy.
G) POLICY DSP40 (v)
The final test of Policy DSP40:
"The proposal would not have any unacceptable
environmental, amenity or traffic implications" is discussed below:

Environmental Implications
LOSS OF AGRICULTURAL LAND
Parts of the site are classified as Grade 2 and grade 3b agricultural land which policy CS16
seeks to prevent the loss of. Paragraph 171 of the National Planning Policy Framework
discusses the allocation of land in plan making with the least environmental or amenity
value and that where significant development of agricultural land is demonstrated to be
necessary, areas of poorer quality land should be preferred to those of a higher quality.
The conflict with Policy CS16 needs to be considered in context with advice within the
NPPF which does not place a bar on the development of best and most versatile
agricultural land. Therefore the development opportunity needs to be balanced against the
potential harm. Taking account of the site size, the scale of permanent loss would be
limited. Officers consider therefore that the loss of agricultural land would be acceptable.
ECOLOGY
During the application process, further ecology information was submitted in support of the
proposal. Policy DSP13 also states that "Development may be permitted where it can be
demonstrated that:
i. Designated sites and sites of nature conservation value are protected and where
appropriate enhanced;
ii .Protected and priority species populations and their associated habitats, breeding areas,
foraging areas are protected and, where appropriate, enhanced;
iii. Where appropriate, opportunities to provide a net gain in biodiversity have been explored
and biodiversity enhancements incorporated; and
iv.The proposal would not prejudice or result in the fragmentation of the biodiversity
network.
Proposals resulting in detrimental impacts to the above shall only be granted where the
planning authority is satisfied that:
i. Impacts are outweighed by the need for and benefits of the development; and
ii. Adverse impacts can be minimised and provision is made for mitigation and where
necessary compensation for those impacts is provided."
Following the receipt of further information during the application process, the Ecology
Officer is satisfied that the proposal is acceptable subject to the imposition of planning
conditions.
If permission were to be granted an EPS licence from Natural England would be required.
The application is supported by an Ecology Survey Report (RPS, June 2018). This report
includes results and conclusions of survey work, an assessment of the impacts to dormice
and GCNs and the measures to ensure that any impacts to these species are avoided or
compensated for. The development would result in a breach of the EU Directive.
The Ecology officer supports the submitted measures and mitigation strategy which
includes methods to be followed during the development to ensure that Great Crested
Newts and Dormice are not disturbed, killed or injured, together with compensatory habitats

to be provided. Subject to the first two tests to be able to secure an EPS licence, the
Ecology officer is satisfied that the development is not unlikely to be licensed, provided that
up-to-date GCN surveys are carried out prior to submitting the EPS licence.
Officer advice is that the first two tests (set out in the Ecology Officer consultee response)
can be met.
APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT
Officers have undertaken an appropriate assessment and are satisfied that subject to a
financial contribution towards mitigating the impact on the SPA, the adverse effects arising
from the proposal are wholly consistent with, and inclusive of the effects detailed in the
Solent Recreation Mitigation strategy therefore there would be no adverse effect on the
integrity of the designated sites.
It would be necessary for the applicant to enter in a Section 106 legal agreement to secure
the contribution should the application be recommended for permission.
IMPACT ON SWANWICK LAKES NATURE RESERVE
The Swanwick Lakes Nature Reserve is located to the north of the site and is a Site of
Importance for Nature Conservation managed by the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife
Trust (HIWWT). Policy CS4 states that development will be permitted where appropriate
access to greenspace for informal recreation is provided to avoid adverse impacts from
recreation on locally important sites. Policy DSP13 also requires development to protect
sites of nature conservation.
The HIWWT acknowledge that Swanwick Lakes is one of the more resilient reserves and is
able to cope with a reasonable level of recreation. However, the capacity of the reserve is
limited and increased recreation activity, in particular dog walking hampers the Trust's ability
to manage the reserved. The Trust consider that a contribution towards the additional costs
that will be incurred by the Trust should be payable and that they do not think that it has
been demonstrated that there will not be a loss in biodiversity.
The applicant has acknowledged the concerns raised by the HIWWT and has agreed
provide a contribution to the HIWWT to facilitate improvements to the Reserve. It
acknowledged that the proposed development is likely to result in increased numbers
people visiting the Nature Reserve on a more regular basis. It is therefore reasonable
seek a proportionate contribution in compliance with with Policy CS4 and DSP13.
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AMENITY IMPLICATIONS
The application is for outline consent with the layout reserved to a future reserved matters
application. A parameter plan has been submitted which demonstrates the location of the
vehicle access and pedestrian/cycle access, the development area for residential use and
the green infrastructure area.
Third parties have raised objection on the grounds of density, overdevelopment,
overbearing, overlooking, loss of privacy, loss of light and view, overshadowing. Should
outline planning permission be granted, these issues would be subject to further
consideration at the reserved matters stage and the dwellings would need to meet the
minimum separation distances recommended in the Residential Design Guidance SPD.
TRAFFIC IMPLICATIONS

A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan accompanied the application which has been
considered by the Transport Officer and considered acceptable.
Third parties have raised concern over the safety of the access due to a blind spot on the
bend and hill above, that there would be a pedestrian and cycling safety issue, that there
would be increased congestion at the Elm Tree junction due to extra rush hour traffic and
that Fareham BC refused an application at 33 Swanwick Lane in June 2012 in part on the
basis of insufficient safety for vehicles entering and leaving the site.
The Transport officer is satisfied that site acess junction is satisfactory and that in traffic
generation terms, the TA demonstrates that the site access and the A3051 Botley
Road/Swanwick Lane junctions have sufficient capacity to accommodate projected traffic
flows and suggests that the A27 Bridge Road/Swanwick Lane signalised junction will not be
materially impacted by these flows.
The submitted application demonstrates that in respect of the locational aspects of the
development, the site is not well related to sustainable transport infrastructure or
surrounding facilities.
With regard to the refusal of planning permission at 33 Swanwick, this related to a change
of use from residential to nursery, related alterations including the formation of driveway and
parking areas. One of the main issues in this planning decision was considered by the
Inspector to be "Whether the use would give rise to a demand for car parking on the
highway by visitors to the premises to the material detriment of highway safety and the
convenience for users of Swanwick Lane."
On this issue, there was no objection to the site access on the grounds of width or sight line
availability. The Inspector acknowledged that the provisions of on-site visitor car parking
was just adequate in this case but raised concern that parents would elect to leave their
cars parked on Swanwick Lane when delivering or meeting their children and that would
pose particular problems, particularly in transferring very young children to and from the
premises to cars waiting on the road. The highway was not wide enough to allow vehicles
to pass a waiting vehicle if there was opposing traffic and the Inspector considered there to
be significant risk to the prevailing conditions of highway safety in Swanwick Lane.
Officers advise that the circumstances of this appeal carries limited weight in the
determination of this proposal for 62 dwellings as sufficient parking would need to be
provided within the application site to comply with adopted policy.
Overall the proposed development would not have an adverse effect on the safety of the
highway and would be in accordance with Policy CS5, provided elements such as the
design of the junction onto Swanwick Lane can be secured by planning condition.
h) LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Representations have raised concern over the impact that the development would have
upon schools, doctors and other services in the area. Officers acknowledge the strength of
local concern on these issues.
With regard to schools, Hampshire County Council have identified a need to increase the
number of primary school places available within the area. The Education Authority have
requested a contribution towards school provision. This could be secured via a section 106
legal agreement.
In respect of the impact upon doctors/medical services, the difficulty in obtaining

appointments is an issue that is regularly raised in respect of new housing proposals. It is
ultimately for the health providers to decide how they deliver health services. Officers do
not believe a refusal on these grounds would be sustainable.
i) OTHER MATTERS
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
The proposal would incorporate 40% (25) on site affordable housing dwellings which would
comply with the requirements of Policy CS 18 of the Core Strategy. This could be secured
via a Section 106 legal agreement.
FLOOD RISK AND DRAINAGE
Concern has been raised over the impact on flood risk and drainage and that there is a
spring line across the site. The application is supported by a flood risk and drainage
assessment. The Lead Local Flood Authority and Southern Water have raised no objection
subject to the imposition of planning conditions and informative.
OPEN SPACE AND PLAY PROVISION
Public open space and a LEAP would be provided on site in accordance with the Council's
requirements set out in the adopted Planning Obligation SPD in accordance with policy
CS21.
OTHER THIRD-PARTY CONCERNS
One of the representations refers to the impact on the conservation area. Officers can
advise that the site is not within a designated conservation area.
With regard to noise and air pollution, the Council's Environmental Health officer has raised
no objection to the proposal.
j) THE PLANNING BALANCE
The site is outside of the defined urban settlement boundary and the proposal does not
relate to agriculture, forestry, horticulture and required infrastructure. The site of this
planning application is not proposed to be allocated for housing within the draft local plan.
The principle of the proposed development of the site would be contrary to Policies CS2,
CS6 and CS14 of the Core Strategy and Policy DSP6 of Local Plan Part 2: Development
Sites and Policies Plan. The proposal would result in the loss of BMV agricultural land,
contrary to policy CS16 of the Core Strategy.
Officers have carefully assessed the proposals against Policy DSP40: Housing Allocations
which is engaged as this Council cannot demonstrate a 5YHLS against objectively
assessed housing need.
Officers have concluded that the proposal is relative in scale to the demonstrated 5YHLS
shortfall (fulfilling the first test of Policy DSP40) and can be delivered in the short term (iv).
The development would be poorly integrated with the existing urban area (thereby failing the
second test of the policy).
With regard to the impact on the character of the surrounding countryside (Policy DSP40

(iii), the proposal is considered to have a significant adverse effect materially harmful to the
landscape character, appearance and function of the countryside.
In respect of environmental, amenity and traffic implications with reference to the fifth test of
Policy DSP40, as discussed earlier in this report, officers consider that the environmental,
amenity and traffic implications would meet the requirements of this part of the policy.
Turning to other issues, Officers acknowledge that the proposal would deliver up to 62
dwellings including affordable housing to contribute to the 5-year housing land supply
shortage in the Borough. This would provide a significant boost to the supply of homes
within the Borough. In addition, the proposal would provide 40% affordable housing in
accordance with policy; and that open space and a play area could be secured through an
appropriately drafted planning obligation under Section 106 of the Act .
A section 106 planning obligation could also secure a contribution towards improving
educational facilities in the area, payment towards Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership
and the Swanwick Lakes Nature Reserve.
Having considered all the relevant planning matters, Officers do not consider that the
material considerations outweigh the conflict with the policies of the development plan and
the harm arising.
As set out earlier in this report, Officers consider that the implications of the CJEU
judgement (People Over Wind, Peter Sweetman v Coillte Teoranta) and paragraph 177 of
the NPPF mean that the presumption in favour of sustainable development imposed by
paragraph 11 of the same Framework is disapplied.
In the event that this approach is subsequently found to be incorrect as a consequence of a
Court decision or a clarification in government policy, Officers have considered the
application in the alternative and assessed the proposals against the 'tilted balance' test set
out at paragraph 11 of the NPPF.
In undertaking a detailed assessment of the proposals throughout this report and now
applying the 'tilted balance' to those assessments, Officers consider that:
(i) there are no policies within the National Planning Policy Framework that protect areas or
assets of particular importance which provide a clear reason for refusing the development
proposed; and
(ii) the adverse impacts of granting planning permission would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the National
Planning Policy Framework taken as a whole.
Therefore, even if paragraph 11 of the NPPF were fully engaged, Officers find that having
applied the 'tilted balance', they would have similarly concluded that planning permission
should be refused for the proposals.
REFUSE
The development The development would be contrary to Policies CS2, CS4, CS5, CS6,
CS9, CS14, CS17, CS18, CS20 and CS21 of the Adopted Fareham Borough Core Strategy
2011 and Policies DSP6, DSP13, DSP14, DSP15 and DSP40 of the adopted Local Plan
Part 2: Development Sites and Policies Plan; and is unacceptable in that:
(a) The provision of dwellings in this location would be contrary to adopted local plan

policies which seek to prevent additional residential development in the countryside which
does not require a countryside location. Furthermore, the development would not be
sustainably located adjacent to or well integrated with neighbouring settlements;
(b) The density of the proposed development would fail to respond positively to and be
respectful of the key characteristics of the area, particularly its predominantly undeveloped
nature, which would be out of character with the prevailing pattern of development in the
area;
(c) had it not been for the overriding reasons for refusal the Council would have sought to
secure the on-site provision of affordable housing at a level in accordance with the
requirements of the local plan;
(d) in the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal would fail to provide
satisfactory mitigation of the 'in combination' effects that the proposed increase in
residential units on the site would cause through increased recreational disturbance on the
Solent Coastal Special Protection Areas;
(e) in the absence of a legal agreement securing provision of open space and facilities and
their associated management and maintenance, the recreational needs of residents of the
proposed development would not be met;
(f) in the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal fails to mitigate against
the adverse effects of the development on Swanwick Lakes Nature Reserve.
(g) in the absence of a legal agreement securing the provision of funding towards Education
facilities, the educational needs of residents of the proposed development would not be
met.

Note for information:
Had it not been for the overriding reasons for refusal to the proposal, the Local Planning
Authority would have sought to address points c) - g) above by inviting the applicant to enter
into a legal agreement with Fareham Borough Council under Section 106 of the Town &
Country Planning Act 1990.
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